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Editorials

Casino Gambing
Wont Work
In last week's editorial, we pointed out that the
Church's opposition to casino gambling may seem
inconsistent to the casual observer.
- This stems from the fact that the Church has never
been opposed to gambling "per se." It has never objected to "recreational gambling," practiced in
moderation and with due regard for a family's other
needs. Under such'circumstances, the Church has
maintained a. morally neutral stance.
However, the bishops of New York State d o not
take a neutral view of casino gambling and have •
written every legislator expressing their strong opposition to the establishment of casino gambling in this
state. ,
Eight bills passed the last session of the legislature in
1980 which would establish casinos for gambling in
New York. Because a constitutional amendment
would be required, the proposals must pass this session
of the legislature and then go to a referendum in
November.

produced widely divergent estimates as to the amount
of tax revenue casino gambling would produce — from
$77 million to $600 million.

City since the advent of casino
robberies were up 33 percent
thefts showed even more drama

It is traditional to overestimate potential revenues
— in 1967 it was predicted that the State Lottery
would raise $180 million a year — in 1978 it rasied
only $96 million.

Write to your state senators
smblymen on
the matter. Remember they miy
>rone to let the
proposals pass and "let the people]'djtjde." So anyone
who feels strongly about casino p \
|ng must express
that sentiment to the legislators no

In 1970, when Off. Track Betting was introduced,
the figure predicted as annual net revenue was $100
million; the actual figure for 1978 was $59 million.
We will read that the casinos will reduce unemployment. An enticing prospect indeed, but such has
not been case in neighboring New Jersey. True,
Resorts International in Atlantic City put on 3,000
employees but there was an exodus of people from
other jobs- to the casinos — one of the most painful
aspects being that many teachers left their jobs for the
more lucrative casino positions. Many small shops and
businesses were closed down out of competition from
casino concessions.
And surprisingly, although unemployment figures
dipped at first they soon began to rise and have actually surpassed pre-casino days.
Proponents may tell us that legalized gambling
thwarts organized crime. Only the most naive will buy
that — anytime, millions of dollars of gambling money
is floating about, organized crime will be on the scene.
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As a busy mother who must
grasp at spiritual reading with
breakfast • and lunch and
infrequent odd hours. I am
continually frustrated at not
being able to scan, much less
meditate on. the tremendous
output of our dearly beloved
Pope John Paul II. And I need
his teaching — this direct line
of Christ given to us now —
to assist and support my
husband's and my efforts to
form our children in the
Faith.

Social Issues
Need Support
Editor
This is New York State
budget time. It is the time for
Christians to speak up on
social issues. We have written
our state senator and
assemblyman on issues, as
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to studying and implementing
alternatives to incarceration.
Also we favor every prisoner
having access to education or
vocational
training.
Punishment is the immediate
necessity, but rehabilitation
should be our ultimate goal.
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filterthis, but love, acceptance
and security for our mentally
ill should be the overriding
goal, whatever it may cost.
De-institutionalizing programs should be fully implemented, but this must be in
no way a shotgun operation.
There must be thorough preShould there not be a small discharge training; adequate,
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opinions of two'unknowns on
the El Salvador situation.
If the contributions of
former Sen. James Buckley
had not been as studiously
ignored when he represented
us in the U.S. Senate, New
York State might today have
two pro-life senators, two
votes to cast for a Human Life
Amendment. Let us not make
the same mistake again. Let us
support and publicize the
efforts of good men. Let us
reap
the psychological
rewards of a deserved
celebration of progress, a
rejuvenation of oUr commitment to work for life,
especially by our determination to elect more pro-life
legislators (and executives) at
every election, on every level.
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Father Richard T . Tormey was lr® and foremost a;priest. But he also was a far-sigfit
mmunicator of
the Good News of Jesus Christ. 1

In addition, New Jersey spent $10 million to
regulate and try to keep crime out of casino gambling.

Since my question has been
tested — meaning that it
keeps coming back — it seems
-proper to pose it.

'

Father Toriply

Last week, we emphasized the moral reasons for
opposing casino gambling. This week, we will look at
specific arguments in favor and attempt to refute
them.
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